Fleet Feet Sports Washington DC

FITlosophers

So you're a FITlosopher? Yes, I FIT very deeply...
Shawn "Shoeguy" Fenty - Co-owner. Shoe-ru. Shawn has been with FLEET FEET Sports Adams Morgan since its
inception in 1984 and understands the ways of shoes and feet as few others do. A "PHD in F I T", Shawn has post
graduate certificates from "Superfeet School" and New Balance "Shoe School". He makes sure that we have the needs
of all of the feet that we meet covered before they even arrive at the store. Cyclist. Runner. Triathlete. Shawn has been a
competitive club level bike racer for 20+ years and currently races for DC Velo, DC's premiere bicycle racing club. As a
runner, he has been racing the local 10k, 8K, and 5K circuit for the last ten years, and completed the NYC Marathon in
2010. Shawn regularly races in International distance triathlons, where he enjoys competing with his younger brother,
former DC Mayor Adrian Fenty, and he completed his first Half-Ironman Triathlon race in May. Kimberly Fenty - Coowner. Kimberly has been with FLEET FEET Sports Adams Morgan since 1998 and is our apparel and accessories
buyer. Scouting the hinterlands for the latest in "yummy" fabrics and stylish trends, the wonderful collection of fabulous
apparel you will find at FLEET FEET is her handy work. Kimberly enjoys long distance road racing, yoga, cycling, and
swimming. Her favorite races are the Cherry Blossom & Army 10 milers and she has completed the New York City
Marathon.
Joanna Gomez - Team Captain. Jo joined the FLEET FEET Sports team in January 2009 and she is a force of naturel
who enjoys pushing herself to the limit in everything she does. She works hard & plays hard and tries to make everyone
she comes in contact with a better person. Jo loves being part of a team and contributing to a common goal, training
professional athletes and helping citizen athletes reach their FITnes goals. In addition to her in-store duties Jo is also a
Lead coordinator and Coach of our RUN FIT Training Programs. Her palmares include a multitude of 5k, 8k, 10k & halfmarathon races, 9 marathons and a 50k trail race, as well as numerous triathlons including a long-course IRONMAN.
Phillip Fenty - Sales Associate. The original "3rd Generation" FLEET FEETer, Phillip has been checking toes since he
could walk. Following in his father (Shawn Shoeguy), Uncle Adrian and grandfather "Ironman" Phil's enormous footsteps,
Phillip is a proficient FIT expert with a very charming personable style. An accomplished high school athlete in soccer,
track and lacrosse at St. John's College High School, Phillip has also run a half-dozen marathons including Amsterdam &
NYC and completed Northface Challenge ultra-marathon races at the 50k and 50mi distances.
Marshall Fenty - Sales Associate. The youngest of the Fleet Feet DC's third generation, Marshall has been trained in the
ways of FIT since his early youth, becoming an expert in the execution of the FLEET FEET FIT Process. Being an
involved athlete nearly all of his life, Marshall has been running for over ten years. He remembers growing up and always
having to participate in a seasonal sport. Also a dedicated musician Marshall attended Columbia College Chicago
studying instrumental performance, acoustic engineering and poetry.
Looking forward Marshall aspires to change lives by way of his crafts as well as become a certified personal trainer.
Phil Fenty - Phil is our founding father. PHILosopher, businessman, poet, father, painter, runner, husband, cyclist,
swimmer, grandfather and yoga and Buddhism student, Phil's interests and accomplishments are too numerous to name
in this space but his palmares include some 50+ marathons and ultra-distance marathons including the Western States
100, and dozens of triathlons including IRONMAN in Hawaii. After over 25 years with FLEET FEET Sports Adams
Morgan, Phil has announced his retirement and gone on a Buddhist pilgrimage throughout Asia. While we will miss his
daily physical presence dearly, his mark on the FLEET FEET community is indelible and his will be a guiding presence
as long as we are here...
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